
Defer Costs Associated with 
Redeveloping Applications 
Migrate First for Immediate Gains, Redevelop Later

The Challenge: Moving Forward without 
Redeveloping Now
Your organization might be poised to embrace new technologies 
to respond to modern digital challenges. But your legacy systems 
and business-critical application are holding you back. Your 
outdated operating system is incompatible with the cloud and 
your application architecture isn’t cloud-friendly. Your legacy 
servers may also be in violation of compliance regulations and 
need to be retired ahead of an upcoming audit. It may seem like 
your only option is a big redevelopment project: reworking your 
application from the ground up. 

Maybe your IT operations lack the specialized skills and sufficient 
budget to carry off a big rework project. Perhaps your organization 
doesn’t want the business disruption and risk. These realities 
shouldn’t hold your organization from moving forward.

The Solution: VirtaMove Application Migration
If you’re planning to modernize and redevelop aging applications 
in the near to mid-term, you need to understand them to rebuild 
functionality. The first step is baselining: understanding the 
architecture, performance, usage, dependencies and features 
of the old application.

 Ä Defer redevelopment 
while reaping 
immediate security 
and performance 
benefits.

 Í Baseline your legacy 
application and 
scope requirements 
for successful 
redevelopment

 v Buy time to 
properly plan for 
redevelopment

VirtaMove’s intelligent application discovery and monitoring capabilities provide transparency into 
dependencies, resource usage, use patterns, and capacity needed to run applications in modern 
environments. Reporting data provides valuable information on requirements for scoping your future 
redevelopment project.  

Get immediate benefits from moving your legacy application to new hardware, modern operating 
systems, and new destinations. Enjoy enhanced performance and security, in the cloud or on premise, 
for a modest investment and with a seamless changeover. Plan now for redevelopment later.

Why VirtaMove?
VirtaMove’s patented software captures applications in Virtual Machine-free and operating system-
free moving containers. This means that VirtaMove technology can move even the most complex 
server applications to modern, supported operating systems in any environment and any cloud. 
Containers preserve application state and provide portability and flexibility, which mean agility and 
no cloud lock in. We’ve moved thousands of applications for hundreds of customers in all sectors 
and industries.
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